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Civil procedure is a particular course in which judges find the truth by evidence 
and make judgments according the law, to find the truth exactly is the precondition to 
apply the law correctly. To find the truth is a very complicated course, it relates to the 
material system of evidence law, any mistakes in any tache will depress the veracity 
of identifying the truth; in various taches, judges have kinds of discretion, how to 
regulate the discretion of judges is directly related the veracity and justness of 
identifying the truth. On account of the possibility of the discretion being wrong 
applied, I choose this subject matter as the object my study. This article analyzes the 
expressive form of the discretion, reasons of it’s coming into being and how to 
regulate it, and with the angle of regulating the discretion, to advance some 
suggestions on how to perfect the evidence rules of civil procedure law. This article 
includes five chapters besides preface and conclusion. 
Chapter 1, summarization of the discretion on identifying the truth, this chapter 
makes introduction on the conception and character of the discretion, sorts of 
discretion, and relation between the discretion and discretional evaluation of evidence. 
Chapter 2, expressive form of the discretion on identifying the truth, this chapter 
defines the conception and character of identifying the truth, analyzes the main 
expressive form of the discretion, namely, in the phases of assigning the responsibility 
of quoting evidence, investigating evidences actively with authority, evaluating on 
evidence ability, evaluating the value of proof, identifying the proof extension, and 
confirming the standard of proof, in all above-mentioned fields, judges applying the 
discretion in kinds of degree. 
Chapter 3, analysis on the reasons of abusing of discretion, this chapter points 
out that, defections of evidence rules, being intervened, low level of professional 
attainment, and some judges’ less of morality are the main reasons of abusing of 
discretion on identifying the truth. 
Chapter 4, regulation on the discretion on identifying the truth, by the way of 
perfecting the evidence rules, paying attention to experience rules, ensuring the trial 















guaranteeing the judicial independence, we can regulate the discretion on identifying 
the truth effectively. 
Chapter 5, suggestion on how to improve the civil procedure law, with the angle 
of regulating the discretion on identifying the truth, advancing some advices from the 
fields of assigning the responsibility of quoting evidence, discretional evaluation of 
evidence, excluding of illegally obtained evidence rules, witness system and rehear 
system. 
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